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TIME BREEDS GSEO, ROCK SOLID

Established in 1990, the GeniuS Electronic Optical, or GSEO, is settled in Central Taiwan 

Science Park, based on optical lenses’ design and making techniques, combining 

with LED industry, pushing photoelectric application into a new level. During 1990s, 

photoelectric industry can roughly be separated into two technical regions, the 

traditional glass polishing process technology, and the new-material optical plastic 

molding technology, by using leading-edge design ability and process developing skills, 

GSEO became the first optical company that integrating glass and plastic into hybrid 

lens, with the benefit of high transmittance from the glass, and non-spherical surface 

technology from the plastic, in the same time. This technology development had resulted 

in a huge breakthrough in optical industry. With the technology changing, GSEO had 

also moved from designing/making lenses for mobile phone, into developing LED optical 

zoom torch, and started the first page of LED luminary’s development, becoming one of 

the few professional LED company with optical strength.

WIDELY DABBLE, UNTIL EXPERT TERRITORY

The ODM cooperation between enterprises takes a certain percentage in company’s 

LED development. Will GSEO, which has a long developing history, ever considering that 

create an independent company with their brand? Although brand can bring economic 

benefit of high margin, after cautious estimation, we have decided that let it grow stably. 

Since being an OEM parts manufacturer, we are good at designing the product well in 

the first place, and providing goods that are high price-performance ratio. We do not 

expect to get attempt in everything, but choose one that we are good at, and then play it 

the best. As for current LED industry, if enterprises are still mainly focus on consumer 

LED, Taiwan will stick into a dilemma that the brand is less advanced then countries like 

Japan or Europe, while the price is less attractive than Chinese, we have to go our own 

way. Through brand and professional clients, we built our insistence that hardly change 

since day one, which is “High quality products with professional technology”. Because 

we have professional technologies that applying light to the extreme, compare with 

others, we usually stand out in the crowd, when there are demands of “special lighting”. 

Besides lighting territory, we also integrate with the field of intelligent control, practicing 

R&D for intelligent street lamp; or integrating with fishery, plunge into special lighting 

territory for fishing. However, due to our current environment, promoting intelligent 

street lamp is not rapid, compare with China. In current stage, GSEO will list “fishing 

light” as one of our main developing direction.



LED FISHING LIGHT, THE NEW GENERATION IS COMING!

Being an island, the development of fishery is obviously one crucial part of Taiwanese 

economy. As a country that having most catch of mackerel pike in the world, using 

traditional fishing light mostly seems to be less economic, in the world of advanced 

technology. For a long time, traditional fishing light are suffer from high consumption (30% 

of the total energy need for one trip of fishing), fast light evanescence and high damage 

ratio (extreme working environment of humidity, heat and salt), forcing ship-owners build 

new ships, enlarging electric generators for more power, coping with massive consumption 

from the light, and higher catch for market demand, but rather than passive solution, 

start it form the basic can solve the problem more completely. By discovering the demand, 

GSEO had started a further development few years ago, with excellent lighting design, all 

the way from material, LED package to unique optical design, eventually came up with “New 

generation LED fishing light”, less weight, less consumption, and more tolerant to bad 

working environment. If domestic fishers can all replace traditional light into “GSEO LED 

fishing light”, we are looking for hundreds of millions of fuel cost can be saved. “GSEO LED 

fishing light” had fully passed the extreme environment test on the sea, average catch for 

mackerel pike can reach 500 boxes, over twice as more than before, this excellent result 

shows great promising that brake the myth of LED light is not suitable for pike catching. 

Besides pikes, GSEO had also started developing squid light, hopefully with the skill and 

experience from fishing light, into squid’s. So far, there is good news from squid fishing 

boats that participating in the test, over 100 tones of catch in a single day. It may be a small 

scale test, but hopefully we can soon test and verify in action, setting brand new record.

NEVER STEP IN UNTIL READY, FAILURE IS NOT AN OPTION

When the resource is limited, even if we see potential markets, we will not rashly 

plunge into too many territories, if they are not our core developing business. We do 

not get into it before making fully prepares in every aspect, striving for stable growth is 

GSEO’s develop strategy since day one. Our future developing direction is variable usage, 

with different regions and different light. From designing, green energy integration to 

biological light, GSEO has all participate. But basically we stay in a character of optical 

parts supplier, a provider with decent techniques and products; little by little we promote 

our reputation in professional market, with the help of positive feedback from clients. 

GSEO, we may not be the biggest, but strive for the best.




